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Abstract—A statistical approach to estimate the orientation
of the object with respect to the camera frame of reference
for vision based systems has been demonstrated. The method
demonstrates real-time orientation estimation for moving objects
using simple statistical and morphological operations. A line
segment is identified along with the principal axis of the selected
feature which could be used to find the orientation with simple
trigonometric operations. The method is verified using OpenCV
with a feedback rate of 34Hz

Index Terms—image processing, orientation estimation, visual
feedback

I. INTRODUCTION

This paper demonstrates a simple statistical approach to
find the orientation of the object. There are already existing
complex solutions [4] [5] which draw a significant amount
of CPU resources, making it impractical to implement in
real-time systems. Especially for moving systems, a delay
in the orientation could cost a large deviation(error) from
the reference. One of the closest approaches is discussed by
Dulio Furtado and Fulton T. Ray, Jr [1].

The paper determines the orientation of the object by
considering vector “a”(on the principal axis of the object)
and x-axis and orientation will be determined by the relative
angle between the two. Vector a is considered to be the
shortest side of the triangle. The triangle will be formed by
system generated points. These points can be generated by
two methods, if it depends on the shape of the object then
Vector-Cosine Polygonal Approximation (VCPA) is used and
vertex of the object will be considered or else centroids of
internal features of the image will be used by Centroid-Vertex
Polygon Formation(CVPF).

The limitations of this method are that it’s not applicable
for highly symmetrical objects and has forced internal features
on the object. While the advantage is that it is unidirectional
and hence gives the orientation for 360°. While this method
uses VCPA and CVPF and both of these methods are iterative
methods.

In proposed method the points are identified using median
and quartiles which offers a non-iterative approach.

II. PROPOSED METHOD

The method is divided into three stages.

A. Feature Detection

It’s a crucial phase which determines the boundary region
of the feature [3] to be considered for identifying the points.
These points will then be considered for forming a line
segment along the principal axis of the object. The relative
angle between the line segment and one of the axes will
determine the orientation of the object. The feature to be
detected is not governed by the very shape of the feature
although it will have effects on the noise. Objects with
rotational symmetry of order 4 will restrict to 90°orientation
rather than objects with rotational symmetry of order 2 which
will give 180°orientation.

B. Identification of points

The median and quartiles as shown in “Fig. 1” makes the
orientation independent of the shape and position of the feature
in the camera frame as median serves as the middle value of
the sorted set and quartile being a second point in the feature
gives the slope relative to the camera frame. This statistical
approach ensures that points will always lie in the boundary
values of the feature. Hence a significant amount of error and
noise is being avoided and has a robust response.

C. Determining orientation

After points have been identified, orientation can easily be
calculated by tan−1( yx ). The magnitude of the angle will be
calculated by the slope as shown in “Fig. 2” where as the
direction(anticlockwise or clockwise)(shown in “Fig. 4”) will
be given by the difference of y value respect to index value
of x quartile and y median as shown in “Fig. 3”.

III. IMPLEMENTATION

The proposed method has been tested on a testbed consisting
of a camera [7] [8] fixed orthogonal to the object feature. Fea-
ture detection is done based on a unique colour on the object in
the camera frame and the feature is a blue rectangular shaped
strip. The algorithm is implemented in Python programming
language using OpenCV library and been implemented in
following steps.



Fig. 1. Identification of Points

Fig. 2. Orientation Angle vs Time(ideal) for π
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Fig. 3. Difference of y values vs Time(y value with respect to index value
of x quartile and y median)(ideal) for π
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Fig. 4. Direction estimated based on the difference of y points(-1 represents
anticlockwise, 1 represents clockwise direction and 0 represents reference
interval)(ideal) for π
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A. Feature Detection

• Convert the frame into HSV colour model(HSV separates
image intensity(environmental parameters) from actual
colour code)

• Mask with the required colour code(extraction of the
feature based on color).

• Morphological transformation(dilation + erosion) to elim-
inate the noise.

B. Identification of points

• Separate row and column of detected feature
• Find row(xm) and column(ym) median
• Find a quartile with 25% in row(xq) and column(yq) array

from midpoint.
• Find the index of the above value in row array
• For the same index find the value in column index(yind)

C. Orientation estimation

• Find the slope of the line segment joining xm, ym and
xq, yq by tan−1(

xm−xq

ym−yq
)

• For the direction(anticlockwise or clockwise) will be
given by the difference of y value respect to index value
of x quartile and y median ym − yind

The proposed algorithm is implemented on the prototype.
The orientation estimation and direction graphs are shown
in “Fig. 5” and “Fig. 8” respectively. The noise due to the
difference as shown in “Fig. 6” operation in estimation of
direction is filtered with a low pass filter(moving average filter)
as shown in “Fig. 7”

IV. CONCLUSION

Hence a simple statistical method of estimating orientation
[6] has been implemented for real-time applications. This
method is very well applicable to images as it doesn’t depend
on successive frames to determine the orientation. One of the
applications could be for the implementation of yaw control
of drone [2] in an indoor environment keeping camera on the
feedback for the control.



Fig. 5. Orientation Angle vs Time(practical)for π
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Fig. 6. Difference of y values(y value with respect to index value of x quartile
and y median)(practical)for π
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Fig. 7. Applied Filtered on Difference of y points

Fig. 8. Direction estimated based on the difference of y points(-1 represents
anticlockwise, 1 represents clockwise direction and 0 represents reference
interval)(practical) for π
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